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I do not know what to do with my hands
when the room of dry drunks talk about a god

I had stopped believing in ten years ago.
Anointed by the boys at my Jesuit college

a splash of sperm on my forehead
or was it the last of the wine.
 
I am the sin, men crawl home to the church.
I bleed into their goblets & all over their pews.
 
Have you ever been fingered while praying?
 
I begin by calling my god an instinct,
a twist in my stomach. I call my god

a woman, I whisper to my gut,
hold the folds of skin in two kinder hands.
 
I sometimes feel as if I pretend to cry.
Especially at the climax. Wondering if

I am convincing. Calling it Great Light, 
All Knowing, Vast Intellect.

I first got sober without a god,
for a love more desperate.

Then again, when has my love
been anything but desperate.
 
I wanted to fuck my youth pastor.
He played guitar. I had dreams 

GODLESS
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of his holy hands holding me under water,
wet as a tongue down the center of my spine.

You know, god turned water into wine,
but did you know I drank as if it was a prayer
 
like when my mom pulled over the car,
crying like a godless woman.

It was the first time I ever questioned anything.

Like when I fell & smacked my grown up teeth,
my mother took the Yukon Jack, rubbed it into my gums,

& with a kiss to my forehead
she told me my teeth would be fine.
 
I do not have sufficient sour coffee to describe
that my god is my mother,

my god is the first man 
who held my hair while I vomited,

my god was my husband as he dragged 
my body full of pills from the bath to the toilet, 

my god is the psychiatrist 
who named me alcoholic 

without ever purring the word 
as she poured me cup after cup of mango tea.
 
Everyone knew long before I did that my god 
was waiting for me, patient & thirsty 
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with this gut brimming hope.

I may die, humble worm, petulant & playful 
brat with a plate full of dinner begging for pie,

I may die still questioning, but not godless.
My god knows I will do what I can 

to quit praying for the men 
who have brought me to my knees, 

my god knows I can be more than wet tongue,
my god calls me overflowing.

This god hands me the goblet,
dares me not drink a single drop.
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Does the fuck me feel like
butter or olive oil? Anal is like
red onions, sharp and lovely, 
but if you even barely overdo it
the meal is ruined. My moan
is a recipe I learned online
and keep thinking I have it 
memorized, and then I forget 
the last step or what temperature,
there’s always too much fucking
pepper and not enough salt.
I slice my hands and keep going.
I burnt the sheets but I’m wearing
the good plates. There are always 
leftovers in this house. I cry eating 
the same meatloaf for months, 
a fridge full of wine and rotting apples
is worse than fucking
on an empty stomach.

CHOPPED
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